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Introduction

A HPH hospital in Taipei, Taiwan allies with an elementary school. Two organizations from different fields join efforts to promote the health of the students. This alliance stimulates sparks and ideas for both. These approaches the alliance created together successfully strengthen students’ attention and knowledge and their health behavior was proven to be improved.

Purpose/Method

Our goal is to help students internalize obtain healthy living skills, therefore lead a healthier life. Several principles we follow to promote health in school.

The dietician from the hospital scripted a comic play. Student actors played in the video clips, drew lots of attention among schoolmates. The healthy diet video clips were played during lunch and daily raffle was held for right answer. Drawing poster contests were held for the topic of healthy diet, so that younger kids have chances to participate.

Strategies to Draw Attention

- Taking online survey in the computer lab
- Student actors perform in the video clips
- Watching video clip during lunch hour

Daily Raffle Game

- Daily question on the bulletin board
- Students eagerly turn in their answer
- 7,283 raffles collected

Health Awareness Art Contests

- Health diet concept contest
- Students present creativity & healthy diet concept in their artworks
- Award ceremony

Result

Participation and knowledge are improved. The average pre-test score of healthy diet knowledge is 69, and the average pre-test score is 77. The score improved by 11.6%. 2,283 students participate in the daily raffle game, and 44 pieces of artwork were turned in for the drawing/poster contest, which is pretty good for a non-mandatory school activity. 10 winning pieces are exhibited at gallery in school hallway.

Conclusion

The key to a successful health promotion plan is to provide “right topic” to the “right audience” with intriguing approaches. With the consensus from both organizations, we made the health promotion plan a hit. Through the alliance, we share the resource and exchange the ideas on health promotion, and made health promotion efficient and effective than we did individually in the past.